Neural control of sympathetic nerve response to cardiogenic hypotension in anesthetized cat.
The present study was designed to determine effect of the preganglionic splanchnic nerve activity (SNA) on the brief hypotension accompanied with the occlusion of left circumflex coronary artery (CxCAO) in chloralose anesthetized cats. Following CxCAO in animals with neuraxis intact, no significant alterations of SNA occurred despite the significant fall in mean blood pressure (MBP). A significant fall in MBP also occurred in vagotomized animals with arterial baroreceptors intact, but SNA was significantly augmented from 12.9 +/- 2.7 impulses/sec before CxCAO to 24.4 +/- 4.3 impulses/sec 60 sec after the occlusion. In vagotomized animals, in which their carotid sinuses were isolated and perfused with the constant pressure at a level equal to systemic blood pressure (112 +/- 6 mmHg) and with higher pressure (167 +/- 7 mmHg), SNA was not altered significantly during the hypotension due to CxCAO. When the carotid sinuses were perfused with lower pressure (53 +/- 8 mmHg), a significant increase in SNA occurred simultaneously with the decrease in MBP after CxCAO. The peak decreases in blood pressure during the coronary occlusion were significantly greater in the vagotomized group (-46 +/- 5 mmHg) and in the Low-CSP group (-50 +/- 5 mmHg) than in other groups. Onset of this excitatory efferent sympathetic response to the hypotension due to the coronary occlusion in the vagotomized and Low-CSP groups was delayed significantly despite a significant fall in arterial blood pressure. These results show that vagal afferents from the heart may play a role of inhibiting the sympathetic augmentation mediated by arterial baroreceptors during cardiogenic hypotension. An excessive activation of cardiac receptors with sympathetic afferents may be induced by the profound fall in blood pressure, resulting in further impairment of cardiac function due to progressive myocardial ischemia under the condition of high sympathetic tone activated by baroreceptor reflex.